
1. Dear teachers n sir, 

It was indeed a fantastic, enchanting and thrilling experience. 

We were very happy to know the reason behind kids hesitant to miss the school. 

Teachers n all faculty made us comfortable and enjoy every bit of the programme. It was well planned 

n executed. 

Thank u for giving us this opportunity to be a child. 

This has certainly raised the bars for expectations from school. 

All the very best for your future similar endeavours. 

Thank you once again. 

Regards,  

Kalpana Bhatwadekar,  

Parent 

 

2. Respected Principal Sir, Coordinators & Teachers 

 

Firstly, I want to thank and congratulate you and the faculty for organizing the "Back to School" 

program.  

From being a nursery student giving attendance followed with  

-energetic Shiamak dance session 

-Fartados karaoke with learning 

-Sport activity mini tennis with coaching which explained basic rules for the game 

-refreshing energy drink  

-music session with dance really took us into another world 

-delicious lunch with a sweet dish 

 

For arranging whole program on a holiday just for us to have this heavenly experience and re-live the 

awesome activities that our children enjoy everyday, I would like to heartly appriciate your effort. 

All the activities were planned so brilliantly that all the faculties and teachers made this whole 

experience an interactive and joyful session, where we not only thoroughly enjoyed, but also learned 

as if we were actually attending school.  

The icing on the cake was the certificate provided at the end of the session that was a really nice 

thought. 

From all the activities, the dance session with Shiamak coaches, was enthralling. Can these dance 

sessions be arranged for us mothers on regular basis? Would really appreciate if this can be done. 

From the overall experience of the program, we are feeling more happy and positive towards the 

efforts the entire staff is putting towards the learning of our children. Really appreciate all those 

involved with this. 

 

Thanks and Regards 

Manish Joshi 

Urvi Joshi 

 

3. Wow what a day, had super fun today.  Back to School was a hit. Till yesterday I was a daughter, 

wife, daughter-in-law, a mother, but today was a day were we all Mommies were just a kid. A big 

thank you to the school, to the teachers and all the faculties who conducted our sessions. Thank you 

for thinking about us. There was no time for worries, responsibility nothing. I think that's what is being 

a kid. As promised it was fun filled day. The teachers scarified there holiday for us, can't thank them 

enough. 

 

How we wish to have such sessions more often. Also we mothers wanted to request for the Shiamak 

Davar class for us, at least once a week. 

 

Regards,  

Aditi Nadkarni 

 



4. Respected SVKM Management, 

Few words to express our gratitude towards the  immense hardwork behind our child's future that you 

have invested. 

We just loved the way the activities were organised yesterday. 

Robotics-it was a real insight into the physche behind creating thinking genius of the future, absolute 

essential for logical thinking with the understanding of outcome. 

Shaimak davar dance class-the teachers made sure we mothers get to know why our kids are so 

agile and on third feet! Just super.. 

Sanjay sir -he made sure that everyone is equally involved and participating in whatever he makes 

them sing he's an absolute performer and no doubt the kids and mothers sing along 

Furtados school of music session -very interactive and interesting way to learn music, beats and 

rhythm. 

Mini Tennis -highly talented coaches impressive workout and sport boosting physical development of 

our kids. 

We mothers were made to revisit and relive our school days by all the home room teachers who 

are exceptionally talented and cheerful, the reason behind our kids always wanting to go to school 

with a smile. 

Thank you teachers for making each day full of fun and learning for our kids.It feels great to know that 

they are in such loving and able hands. 

We had a blast living one day as a child and definitely realised that being a child is not really a child's 

play... 

In a nutshell svkm management till now has always lived up to our expectations and hoping that they 

imbibe the same knowledge, understanding and culture which our kids have inculcated from them till 

now. 

A big thank you once again to to the Management, Principal sir, Co-ordinators, Teachers and our very 

sweet helping didis.  Looking forward to many more such events. 

On behalf of all the mothers from jr.kg. A, B and C division. 

 

Warm regards, 

RADHIKA GAWADE  
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